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ADMINISTRATION & PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES 

 

How to create and use 

rubrics for formative 

assessment and grading 

By 

Susan M. Brookhart 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

Intended for educators who are already 

familiar with rubrics as well as those who are 

not, this book is a complete resource for 

writing effective rubrics and for choosing 

wisely from among the many rubrics that are 

available on the internet and from other 

sources. 

What are rubrics and why are they 

important? -- Common misconceptions about 

rubrics -- Writing or selecting effective 

rubrics -- General rubrics for fundamental 

skills -- Task-specific rubrics and scoring 

schemes for special purposes -- Proficiency-

based rubrics for standards-based grading -- 

Checklists and rating scales: not rubrics, but 

in the family -- More examples -- Rubrics and 

formative assessment: sharing learning 

targets with students -- Rubrics and 

formative assessment: feedback and student 

self-assessment -- How to use rubrics for 

grading. 

371.26 

BRO 
 

 

Leading and managing a 

differentiated classroom 

By 

Carol Ann Tomlinson 

 

Today s teachers are responsible for a 

greater variety of learners with a greater 

diversity of needs than ever before. When 

you add in the ever-changing dynamics of 

technology and current events, the 

complexity of both students and teachers 

lives grows exponentially.  Far too few 

teachers, however, successfully teach the 

whole class with the individual student in 

mind. 

In this book the authors tackle the issue of 

how to address student differences 

thoughtfully and proactively.  The first half 

focuses on what it means for a teacher to 

effectively lead a differentiated classroom.  

The second half focuses on the mechanics of 

  



managing a differentiated classroom. 

 

Ooey gooey tooey 

By 

Lisa Murphy 

 

 
372.1 

MUR 
PreK 

 

Total participation 

techniques : 

By 

Prisida Himmele 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 126-

128) and index. 

Presents dozens of ways to engage K-12 

students in active learning and allow them to 

demonstrate the depth of their knowledge 

and understanding. 

371.1 

HIM 
 

    

ARTS 

 

Classroom ukulele kit 

 

Represents a simple, effective program for 

instructing both children and adults. 

Contents: 

12 copies - Classroom ukulele method (book 

one). -- 1 Teacher's Guide [CD included]. -- 

Ukulele for kids 1 [DVD]. -- Ukulele for kids 2 

[DVD]. 

TKT 

787.89 

CLA 

 

 

Cool ‘corders 

By 

Ken Harris 

 

Includes a CD Nine original arrangements for 

intermediate soprano recorder feature 

swinging written piano accompaniments by 

Ken Harris as played on the CD by Dee 

Spencer. Varying styles include; Swing, 

blues, rock, march, waltz and Latin - terrific 

for classroom or performance. 

KIT 

788.36 

HAR 

 

 

Making music (6 books) 

By Kate Riggs 

 

A chance to experience a variety of musical 

instruments - before you even play a note.  

This series describes the sounds, 

components, and workings of the featured 

instrument, including basic instruction on 

how to play it. 

Contents: 1 each of: Drums. -- Flute. -- 

Guitar. -- Piano. -- Trumpet. -- Violin. 

KIT 

780 

MAK 

Gr. 1+ 

 

Reach for a star, book 1 

By 

Marcelline Moody 

 

Contains lesson plans for today's recorder 

teacher.  Using a fun-filled approach, 

Marcelline provides all the tools necessary to 

a successful recorder programme. 

Included is 1 Teacher's Recorder Manual 

[with CD] -  1 set of student pages [with 

CD]. 

KIT 

788.36 

MOO 

 

 

Reach for a star, book 2 

By 

Marcelline Moody 

 

Contains lesson plans for today's recorder 

teacher.  Using a fun-filled approach, 

Marcelline provides all the tools necessary to 

a successful recorder programme. 

Included is 1 Teacher's Recorder Manual 

[with CD] -  1 set of student pages [with 

CD]. 

KIT 

788.36 

MOO 

 



 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 

 

Alternnatives (8 copies) 

By 

Drew Taylor Hayden 

 

Angel, an urban Native science-fiction writer, 

and Colleen, a "non-practising" Jewish 

intellectual who teaches Native literature - 

hosts a dinner party.  the guests at this little 

"sitcom" soiree are couples who represent 

what by now have become the clichéd 

extremes of both societies: Angel's former 

radical Native activist buddies and Colleen's 

environmentally concerned vegetarian / 

veterinarian friends.  The menu is, of course, 

the hosts' respectful attempt at shorthand for 

the irreconcilable cultural differences about 

to come to a head during the evening: 

moose roast and vegetarian lasagna. 

LIT 

812.54 

TAY 

HS 

 

Blast 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right now) 

We were under attack. One of our guys was 

hurt, I had to rescue him... 

HL 

RIG 

BLA 

 

 

Bridge of dark tears, The 

By 

Peter Lancett 

 

(Dark man series, yellow level) 

A girl waits for the Dark Man. She can help 

him find something. Something that most 

people cannot see. They are looking for a 

bridge that belches fire. Can they find it? Can 

the Dark Man destroy the bridge and set the 

children free? 

HL 

DAR 

BRI 

 

 

Burning secrets 

 

(Vortex books) 

While cleaning up their great-great-uncle's 

house in preparation for selling it, thirteen-

year-old Roy and his eleven-year-old 

brother, Jason, find two strange little doors 

and learn that someone is trying to open 

them to get what lies between. 

HL 

VOR 

BUR 

DRA 

34 

 

Caldecott on the Net : 

By 

Ru, Story-Huffman 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 88-

89). 

Allows kids to gain a better understanding of 

Caldecott Award-winning titles and 

associated themes. 

025.06 

STO 
 

 

Constructing meaning: 

 

(i Skills collection) 

The iSkills collection focuses on specific areas 

of English language arts skills: 

comprehension, communication, and 

language conventions. Each lesson includes 

questions and explorations designed to help 

the student develop a deep understanding of 

the language skills. 

Constructing Meaning: Skills for 

Understanding Contemporary Texts helps 

  



students learn skills and strategies for 

making meaning from various oral, written, 

and visual texts. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 

Suggested Use: English Language Arts 
Grades 10, 11, and 12. 

 

Curse of the Wendigo, 

The 

 

(Vortex books) 

Agate and Buck set out on a spine-tingling 

adventure into the Canadian woods in an 

attempt to find their parents, who have 

disappeared without a trace.  Their parents' 

old journal is their only set of clues.  It 

reveals encounters with river serpents, 

railroad ghosts, and even a half-man, half-

coyote creature.  It seems their mom and 

dad weren't as normal as the kids had once 

thought.  When Agate and Buck stumble 

upon the curse of the Wendigo, they must 

face the ancient evil that haunts their family. 

HL 

VOR 

CUR 

DRA 

34 

 

Dare 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right now!) 

It's just an old, empty house.  I don't believe 

in ghosts.  That's why I took the dare. 

HL 

RIG 

DAR 

4 copies 

 

 

Dead man’s map 

 

(Vortex books) 

While in Phoenix to work for his uncle's 

construction firm in hopes of earning money 

to save his family's Texas ranch, Josh finds a 

map that might lead to a legendary lost 

mine, and asks his twin cousins to help him 

find it, despite bad omens. 

HL 

VOR 

DEA 

DRA 

34 

 

Dumped 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

I have to talk to Ryan.  I have to talk to him 

tonight.  Tonight, I have to make a choice. 

HL 

RIG 

DUM 

4 copies 

 

 

Eject 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

Suddenly we saw a missile.  It was heading 

straight for us.  A heat-seeking missile! We 

were under attack... 

HL 

RIG 

EJE 

 

 

Ella the elegant elephant 

By 

Carmela D’Amico 

 

Includes A CD. 

A young elephant is new to town and anxious 

about starting school. On her first day, she 

wears her grandmother's fancy "good luck 

hat," causing a bully named Belinda and her 

friends to dub her "Ella the Ella-gant." When 

Belinda slips on the safety wall that 

surrounds the schoolyard and protects the 

students from a very big drop, Ella attempts 

a rescue only to slip and fall herself. 

Fortunately, the lucky hat acts as a 

SR 

E 

D’A 

K-3 



parachute, transporting Ella and Belinda to 

safety. The next day, the entire class, bullies 

included, sports fancy hats, and a message 

on the chalkboard reads, "We love Ella." With 

its charming and whimsical cartoons and 

simple design, this offering seems like a 

picture book from an earlier era. 

 

Fight 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

It's Saturday night. I'm outside the club.  If 

he wants a fight, I'm ready.   

HL 

RIG 

FIG 

4 copies 

 

 

Friends? 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

Alisha's online messages about new girl Sam 

get nastier and nastier. Will anyone help 

Sam? 

HL 

RIG 

FRI 

 

 

Ghost’s revenge, The 

 

(Vortex books) 

The Comanche warrior that Zach has been 

seeing in his dreams has begun to appear in 

real life, and as the line between his dream 

world and the real world blurs, the teenager 

embarks on a dangerous journey to resolve 

an old misunderstanding. 

HL 

VOR 

GHO 

DRA 

34 

 

Goodbye 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

Lucy and Lloyd were in love, but then it all 

went wrong. Now, Lucy is with Joe. So why is 

Lloyd always watching her? 

HL 

RIG 

GOO 

 

 

Grind 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

I didn't want to move to this town. There's 

nowhere to skate here. I miss my friends. I 

hate it here 

HL 

RIG 

GRI 

 

 

Heroes & heroines : 

By 

Mary Giraudo Beack 

 

It's a long way from Southeast Alaska to 

classical Greece and Rome, but there are 

striking similarities between the heroes and 

the heroines of the two cultures.  For this 

book, the author, Mary Beck, a student of 

both cultures, has selected nine of the 

ancient Tlingit-Haida legends and drawn 

parallels between their protagonists and 

those well known to the heirs of Greco-

Roman culture. 

398.2 

BEC 
Gr. 8+ 

 

Indian Horse : (7 

copies) 

By 

Richard Wagamese 

 

Saul Indian Horse is dying. Tucked away in a 

hospice high above the clash and clang of a 

big city, he embarks on a marvellous journey 

of imagination back through the life he led as 

a northern Ojibway, with all its sorrows and 

joys. 

 

LIT 

FIC 

WAG 

HS 



 

Joyride 

By  

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

Me, Bailey, Tanner, and Hannah. The red car. 

"Look" says Tanner. "The keys are inside!" 

HL 

RIG 

JOY 

 

 

Medicine walk : a novel 

(7 copies) 

By 

Richard Wagamese 

 

  Franklin Starlight is called to visit his father, 

Eldon. He's sixteen years old and has had the 

most fleeting of relationships with the man. 

The rare moments they've shared haunt and 

trouble Frank, but he answers the call, a 

son's duty to a father. He finds Eldon 

decimated after years of drinking, dying of 

liver failure in a small town flophouse. Eldon 

asks his son to take him into the mountains, 

so he may be buried in the traditional 

Ojibway manner. 

     What ensues is a journey through the 

rugged and beautiful backcountry, and a 

journey into the past, as the two men push 

forward to Eldon's end. From a poverty-

stricken childhood, to the Korean War, and 

later the derelict houses of mill towns, Eldon 

relates both the desolate moments of his life 

and a time of redemption and love and in 

doing so offers Frank a history he has never 

known, the father he has never had, and a 

connection to himself he never expected.  

     A novel about love, friendship, courage, 

and the idea that the land has within it 

powers of healing, Medicine Walk reveals the 

ultimate goodness of its characters and 

offers a deeply moving and redemptive 

conclusion. 

LIT 

FIC 

WAG 

HS 

 

Mirror mirror 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

Steven hates what he sees in the mirror. 

Lizzie does, too. Life would be do much 

better if they only looked different... 

HL 

RIG 

MIR 

 

 

My book of firsts 

 

A variety of titles for a students’ first look at 

some basic concepts. 

Contents: 2 each: Many nations: an alphabet 

of Native America (pb) 

1 each of: 1 cookie, 2 chairs, 3 pears: 

numbers everywhere. -- Aboriginal alphabet 

for Children The (pb). -- African animals ABC 

(pb). -- Alfalfabet A to Z: the wonderful 

words from agriculture (pb) -- Circles, stars, 

and squares: looking for shapes. -- Cold, 

crunch, colorful: using our senses. -- 

Counting on fall (Math in nature). -- 

Discovering numbers. -- Discovering words. -

- Green is a chilli pepper: a book of colors. -- 

  



Learn & play with First Nations & Native art. -

- Learn the colours with Northwest Coast 

Native art. -- My first 123. -- My first ABC. -- 

My first Alphabet. -- My first colours. -- 

Native rhyming alphabet book, The. -- One is 

a drummer: a book of numbers. -- One 

moose, twenty mice (pb). -- Owls see clearly 

at night: A Michif Alphabet. -- Prairie 

alphabet, A (pb). -- Rainy, sunny, blowy, 

snowy: what are seasons? -- Red is a 

dragon: a book of colors. -- Round is a 

mooncake: a book of shapes. -- Round is a 

tortilla: a book of shapes. -- Ruby, violet, 

lime: looking for color. -- Sharing our world: 

animals of the Native Northwest Coast. -- 

Spiky, slimy, smooth: what is texture? -- 

Spotty, stripy, swirly: what are patterns? -- 

Take care of me from A to Z. -- Ten little 

rabbits (pb). -- Ten rowdy ravens (pb). 

 

Pirate, Big Fist, and me, 

The 

 

(Vortex books) 

Levi Viggers the Eighth, descendent of a 

pirate, must serve a year of after-school 

detention in the library where he comes 

across a book that reveals some old family se 

secrets, leading him to team up with his 

bullying cousin in a search for buried 

treasure. 

HL 

VOR 

PIR 

DRA 

34 

 

Poison plate 

 

(Vortex books) 

After the death of Mark's mom and dad, he 

moves in with a family who owns a 

restaurant.  when someone breaks into the 

restaurant one night, suspicious eyes turn to 

Mark.  Then a famous food critic is poisoned.  

Will Mark be able to prove he is innocent and 

find the real culprit, or will he be named as 

the maker of those diabolically delicious 

dishes? 

HL 

VOR 

POI 

DRA 

50 

 

Prince’s breakfast, The 

By 

Joanne Oppenheim 

 

Includes a CD. 

The Prince is a fussy eater.  He turns his 

nose up at everything, from pancakes to 

porridge.  His distraught parents decide that 

the only solution is a world tour - surely they 

will come across something to stimulate their 

son's appetite? 

SR 

E 

OPP 

K-3 

 

Rainbow Crow = 

Nagweyaabi-aandeg 

By 

David Bouchard 

 

Text in English and Ojibwa. 

Includes a CD-ROM. 

Before two-leggeds walked on Mother Earth 

there was a great cold.  The animals formed 

a council; someone had to seek help from 

the Creator.  Rainbow Crow, a most colorful 

bird, was selected because she had a 

beautiful voice that would surely impress the 

SR 

398.2 

BOU 

Gr. 5+ 



Creator.  She flew into the heavens and won 

fire from above.  but on the way back the fire 

began to burn her plumage black and destroy 

her beautiful voice.  But Rainbow Crow 

persevered, bringing the life-saving fire 

safely back to her friends in this Ojibway 

legend. 

 

Roogaroo Mickey 

By 

Wilfred Burton 

 

Includes bibliographical reference. 

Text in English and Michif-Cree. 

Includes a CD. 

Telling stories has been a Metis tradition for 

generations.  Papayrs or Mooshums and 

Mamayrs or Kookhums share stories with 

their grandchildren, parents share stories 

with their children, and friends share stories 

with one another.  Some stories are for fun 

while other stories teach lessons to young 

ones, and some do both.  The favoured 

stories of many are those about tricksters 

like Chi-Jean or about Roogaroos, the Metis 

werewolf.  In Roogaroo Mickey, Mamayr tells 

Louis and Charlie a Roogaroo story from 

when she was a little girl.  But Roogaroos 

aren't real..., right? 

SR 

813.6 

BUR 

Gr. 3+ 

 

Scout 

By 

Dee Phillips 

 

(Right Now!) 

The lights are hot and bright. The guys are 

behind me. Tonight is our big break. 

HL 

RIG 

SCO 

 

 

Story tree., The 

By 

Hugh Lupton 

 

Includes a CD. 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 64). 

Stories include: Magic porridge pot, The 

(German). -- Monkey-see, Monkey-do 

(Indian). -- Sweetest song, The (African-

American). -- Little Lord Feather-Frock 

(Russian). -- Three Billy goats Gruff 

(Norwegian). -- Little Red Hen, the (English). 

-- blue coat, The (Jewish). 

SR 

398.2 

LUP 

K-Gr.3 

 

Storytime: 

By 

Stella Blackstone 

 

Includes a CD. 

Simplified retellings of seven traditional tales 

featuring animal characters. 

Stories include: The Cock, the mouse and the 

Little Red Hen. -- The Gingerbread Man. -- 

The Ugly Duckling. -- Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears. -- The Timid Hare. -- The Three 

Little Pigs. -- Stone Soup. 

SR 

398.2 

BLA 

PreK+ 

 

Writing to persuade 

 

Contents:  Click, clack, moo cows that type 

(pb) (Includes a CD). -- Dear Mrs. LaRue: 

Letters from obedience school. -- Dear 

Tyrannosaurus Rex. -- Don't let the pigeon 

drive the bus! -- Duck! Rabbit! -- Earrings! -- 

Fine, fine school, A -- Great Kapok tree, The 

TKT 

808 

WRI 

2 copies 

Gr. 3+ 



-- Hey, little ant. -- How Santa got his job 

(pb). -- I wanna iguana. -- I wanna new 

room. -- I will never not ever eat a tomato. -

- My lucky day (pb). -- Perfect pet, The (pb). 

-- Pig parade is a terrible idea, A -- Saving 

the ghost of the mountain. -- True story of 

the 3 little pigs! The -- Why should I 

recycle?? (pb). 

Teaching materials: Why we must run with 

scissors (pb). -- Writing to persuade: 

minilessons to hlep students plan, draft, and 

revise. 

    

HEALTH/PHYSICAL EDUCATION/CHARACTER EDUCATION 

 

ADHD Medication abuse: 

Ritalin, Adderall, & other 

addictive stimulants 

By 

Rosa Waters 

 

(Downside of drugs) 

Discover the true consequences of ADHD 

medication abuse, including the many health 

risks of taking these drugs.  Learn how 

abusing ADHD medication can change your 

life for the worse. 

362.29 

WAT 
Gr. 5+ 

 

Alcohol & tobacco 

By 

Rosa Waters 

 

(Downside of drugs) 

Most young adults know that alcohol and 

tobacco aren't good for them - but they may 

not know the real-life consequences of using 

these harmful substances.  From coughing to 

cancer, from alcohol poisoning to problems 

with your liver, alcohol and tobacco can 

cause serious damage to your health.  

Smoking and drinking also do damage to 

your relationships with others and can land 

you in trouble with the police. 

362.292 

WAT 
Gr. 5+ 

 

Cardboard shack 

beneath the bridge, The 

By 

Tim Huff 

 

Encourages children to look at their world 

through the lens of compassion and 

understanding, rather than assumption, 

judgment or fear. 

Includes a discussion guide for helping 

children understand homelessness. 

305.5 

HUF 
K+ 

 

Character education 

By 

Regina G. Burch 

 

Begin to build a community of children who 

practice positive character traits and 

recognize the impact of these traits in their 

own lives as well as the lives of others.  

Incorporate the fun activities in the the 

resource guide into your everyday classroom 

curriculum by integrating lessons about 

character traits with academic subjects. 

Content: 1 each of: Be a friend: learning 

about friendship and fairness. -- Dare to 

have courage: learning about standing 

strong. -- Everyone is special and unique: 

learning about acceptance. -- Following the 

KIT 

370.114 

BUR 

Gr. K-3 



rules: learning about respect. -- Never give 

up: learning about perseverance. -- Sharing 

is caring: learning about generosity. -- Show 

you understand: learning about compassion 

and caring. -- Telling the truth: learning 

about honesty, integrity, and 

trustworthiness. -- Think before you act: 

learning about self-discipline and self-control. 

-- Working together: learning about 

cooperation and citizenship. -- Would it be 

right? Learning about good judgement. -- 

You can count on me: learning about 

responsibility. 

 

Character strengths (7 

books) 

 

(7 character strengths of highly successful 

students, The) 

Contents: 1 each of: Curiosity. -- Gratitude. -

- Grit. -- Optimism. -- Self-control. -- Social 

intelligence. -- Zest. 

KIT 

155.4 

CHA 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Community leadership 

(6 books) 

By 

Leslie Harper 

 

(Be a community leader) 

Contents: How to contact an elected official. 

-- How to give a speech. -- How to organize 

a rally. -- How to raise money for a cause. -- 

How to stay informed. -- How to write an op-

ed piece. 

KIT 

303.34 

HAR 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Depression and stress 

By 

Katie Marsico 

 

(Real teens…real issues) 

Discover the true life stories of teenagers 

who have gone through times of sadness and 

stress.  Explore the warning signs, treatment 

options, and solutions to these difficult 

issues. 

618.92 

MAR 
Gr. 6+ 

 

Downside of drugs (6 

books) 

 

Contents:   ADHD medications abuse: Ritalin, 

Adderall, & other addictive stimulants. -- 

Alcohol & tobacco. -- Caffeine: energy drinks, 

coffee, soda, & pills. -- Marijuana: legal & 

developmental consequences. -- New drugs: 

bath salts, spice, salvia, & designer drugs. -- 

Prescription painkillers: OxyContin, Percocet, 

Vicodin, & other addictive analgesics. 

KIT 

362.29 

DOW 

Gr. 5+ 

 

I’m allergic (6 books) 

 

Contents: I'm allergic to bees. -- I'm allergic 

to milk. -- I'm allergic to peanuts. -- I'm 

allergic to pets. -- I'm allergic to 

strawberries. -- I'm allergic to wheat. 

KIT 

616.97 

I’M 

Gr. 1+ 

 

Marijuana: legal & 

developmental 

consequences 

By 

Rosa Waters 

 

 

(Downside of drugs) 

You may have heard that marijuana is a 

"safe" drug.  In some parts of the United 

States, it's even legal and, while a debate 

continues regarding recreational and medical 

use, research still conclusively confirms the 

devastating effect on a young, undeveloped 

adolescent brain.  Using marijuana can have 

very real and very scary consequences for 

362.299 

SCO 
Gr. 5+ 



your body and your future. 

 

My healthy habits (6 

books) 

By 

Gina Bellisario 

 

Learn how you can stay happy, safe, and fit 

with the My Healthy Habit series. 

Contents: Be aware! My tips for personal 

safety. -- Choose good food! My eating tips. -

- Keep calm! My stress-busting tips. -- Move 

your body! My exercise tips. -- Poison alert! 

My tips to avoid danger zones at home. -- 

Take a bath! My tips for keeping clean. 

KIT 

613 

BEL 

Gr. 1-3 

 

New drugs: bath salts, 

spice, salvia, & designer 

drugs 

By 

Celicia Scott 

 

(Downside of drugs) 

Some young adults think new drugs like 

spice, bath salts, or salvia are safe.  In some 

cases, they're even legal.  But what many 

young adults don't know is that these drugs 

are just as dangerous as, if not more 

dangerous, than the illegal drugs that have 

been around for much longer.  Some of these 

drugs are so new that no research has been 

done on how safe they are to take, so no one 

is even sure just how dangerous they really 

are. 

362.292 

SCO 
Gr. 5+ 

 

Plate full of color 

By 

Georgia Perez 

 

A wise eagle assumes the role of Tribal Elder 

in the time-honored Native American 

tradition of using storytelling to pass on tribal 

culture and to teach lessons of life. 

A healthy lifestyle message to help children 

as well as family and community members 

begin making positive changes in their lives. 

The underlying messages would be to 

prevent obesity and type 2 diabetes. 

616.4 

PER 
Gr. 1-4 

 

Prescription painkillers: 

By 

Rosa Waters 

 

(Downside of drugs) 

Just because a drug is legal, doesn't mean 

it's safe to abuse it.  Abusing prescription 

painkillers like OxyContin, Percocet, and 

Vicodin is no safer than trying much harder 

drugs.  These drugs are being vastly abused 

and represent one of today's largest drug 

epidemics.  Discover the real consequences 

of taking prescription painkillers to get high.  

Learn about the damage these pills can do to 

your body and how you can develop an 

addiction to painkillers. 

362.29 

WAT 
Gr. 5+ 

 

Smart strategies for 

buying a car 

By 

Daniel E. Harmon 

 

(Financial security and life success for teens) 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

Getting around in modern America -- 

Entering the auto marketplace -- Paying for a 

car -- Cars for every requirement and whim -

- Fuel, power, and the environment -- 

Beyond the purchase. 

 

629.222029 

HAR 
Gr. 7-12 



 

Smart strategies for 

sharing, subletting, and 

renting an apartment 

By 

Jennifer Landau 

 

(Financial security and life success for teens) 

Includes bibliographical references (pages 

74-76) and index. 

643.27 

LAN 
Gr. 7-12 

 

Smart strategies for 

turning an idea into a 

product or service 

 

(Financial security and life success for teens) 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

Fanning the flames of inspiration -- To 

market, to market -- The buck stops here -- 

Protect your investment -- Production math -

- Supply and demand -- Looking ahead. 

658.5 

SWA 
Gr. 7-12 

 

Smoking 

By 

Peggy J Parks 

 

(Matters of opinion) 

There are several opinions regarding the 

topic of smoking.  Pressing questions 

include: Should people have the right to 

smoke? Should smoking be banned? Are 

companies responsible for smoking-related 

health problems? By examining the issue 

from two possible sides, readers can see how 

opinions can influence culture, society, and 

the legal system. 

 

613.85 

PAR 
Gr. 5+ 

 

Social skills (10 books) 

 

Learn how to handle the many different 

situations you'll face as you grow.  Filled with 

real world examples that will teach you about 

everything from how to handle bullies to 

what it means to be a responsible person. 

Contents: Are you a bully? -- Friends. -- 

Honesty. -- Integrity. -- Let's work together. 

-- Look on the bright side. -- May I please? -- 

Problem solving. -- Responsibility. – Sharing 

. 

KIT 

302.14 

SOC 

PreK-Gr. 2 

 

Social skills 

[Elementary] (10 books) 

 

Contents:  Dealing with bullies. -- Dealing 

with defeat. -- Respecting diversity. -- Skills 

for school success. -- Skills for social 

success. -- Social media and the internet. -- 

Winning by giving. -- Winning by teamwork. 

-- Winning by waiting. -- Winning by 

working. 

 

KIT 

302.14 

SOC 

Gr. 3-6 

 

Where does food come 

from?  (5 books) 

By 

Allison Lassieur 

 

How does your food get to the store?  Read 

this series and find out.  Learn where foods 

grow, why we need all the food groups, and 

what strange foods people eat around the 

world! 

Contents: Dairy. -- Fruits. -- Grains. -- Meats 

and proteins. -- Vegetables. 

 

KIT 

641.3 
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K-Gr. 3 



    

MATHEMATICS 

 

Animal math (4 books) 

By 

Tracey Steffora 

 

Make learning about different math functions 

fun with this series. 

Contents:  Adding with ants. -- Comparing 

with cats. -- Skip counting with meerkats. -- 

Taking away with tigers. 

KIT 

513.2 

STE 

K-Gr.2 

 

Math and literature, 

Kindergarten 

By 

Marilyn Burns 

 

The 25 titles span a variety of genres and 

address a wide range of math topics, 

Including counting, addition, shapes, and 

measurement.  Five copies of each title 

provide the flexibility to use the books for 

small-group instruction and math centers. 

Contents: 5 each of: Balancing act. -- Bear in 

a square. -- Bears at the beach: counting 10 

to 20. -- Can you see what I see? 100 fun 

finds. -- Counting cockatoos. -- Cubes, 

cones, cylinders, & sphere. -- Deep in the 

swamp. -- First day of winter, The. -- Five 

little ducks. -- Handa's hen. -- Happy 

birthday, hamster. -- I'm the biggest thing in 

the ocean. -- Math fables. -- One monkey too 

many. -- Over, under & through. -- Perfect 

square. -- Ready or not, here I come! -- 

Rooster's off to see the world. -- Snowballs. -

- Teeth, tails, & tentacles: an animal 

counting book. -- Ten little fish. -- Ten on the 

sled. -- Ten sly piranhas. -- Ten, nine, eight. 

-- Turtle splash! Countdown at the pond. 

Teacher materials: 25 literature cards 91 for 

each title). -- CD "Making that the story" -- 

Math and literature grades K-1. -- Program 

overview. 

TKT 

511.2 

BUR 

K 

 

Math and literature, 

Grade 1 

By 

Marilyn Burns 

 

The 23 titles span a variety of genres and 

address a wide range of math topics, 

Including counting, addition, shapes, and 

measurement.  Five copies of each title 

provide the flexibility to use the books for 

small-group instruction and math centers. 

Contents: 5 each of: Apple countdown. -- 

Baseball counting book, The. -- Bean 

thirteen. -- Big and small, room for all. -- 

Biggest fish, The (Hello math reader). -- 

Christopher counting. -- Count by tens. -- 

Five creatures. -- Five little monkeys go 

shopping. -- Five little monkeys play hide-

and-seek. -- Handa's surprise. -- Hanna's 

collections. -- Little pea. -- Name jar, The. -- 

Over in the ocean in a coral reef. -- Pattern 

fish. -- Quack and count. -- Ready, set, 

100th day! -- Second is a hiccup: a child's 

book of time, A. -- Shape of things, The. -- 

TKT 

511.2 

BUR 

Gr.1 



Shapes that roll. -- Teddy bear counting. -- 

Two of everything. 

Teaching materials: 25 literature cards (1 for 

each story). -- CD "Making math the story" -- 

Program overview. 

        

PRACTICAL and APPLIED ARTS & WORK EXPERIENCE 

 

Smart strategies for 

investing wisely and 

successfully 

 

(Financial security and life success for teens) 

Includes bibliographical references (page 77) 

and index. 

Introduction -- The four ways of money -- 

Working in tandem -- Ultra safe and very 

safe -- Where the action is -- Pools of money 

-- Putting it together -- Taking action -- 

Staying on track -- Glossary -- For more 

information -- For further reading -- 

Bibliography -- Index. 

332.6 

PET 
Gr. 7-12 

 

Smart strategies for 

paying for college 

By 

G. S. Prentzas 

 

(Financial security and life success for teens) 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 75-77) 

and index. 

First steps -- Free money for college: 

scholarships -- Even more free money: 

grants -- Borrowing from your Uncle Sam -- 

Meet your banker -- Working your way 

through college. 

378.3 

PRE 
Gr. 7-12 

  

Smart strategies for 

saving and building 

wealth 

By 

Linda Bickerstaff 

 

(Financial security and life success for 

teens) Includes bibliographical references 

(pages 75-77) and index. 

Pooh says -- Acorns to oaks -- Lazy money 

loses! -- Credit: the good, the bad, and the 

ugly -- Stop! Look! Listen! 

332.024 

BIC 
Gr. 7-12 

SCIENCE 

 

Amazing animal senses 

(6 books) 

By 

Kathryn Lay 

 

Humans use their senses every day, but they 

don't rely on them to hunt prey like the 

animal kingdom!  Discover the interesting 

ways animals use their senses of sight, 

smell, hearing, tasting, touching, and 

extreme senses to find their next meal. 

contents: 1 each of: Extreme senses: 

animals with unusual senses for hunting 

prey. -- Hearing their prey: animals with an 

amazing sense of hearing. -- Seeing their 

prey: animals with an amazing sense of 

sight. -- Smelling their prey: animals with an 

amazing sense of smell. -- Tasting their 

prey: animals with an amazing sense of 

taste. -- Touching their prey: animals with an 

amazing sense of touch. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 1- Needs and 
Characteristics of Living Things; Using our 

KIT 

612.8 

LAY 

2 copies 

Gr. 1-2 



Senses; Science Grade 2- Animal Growth and 
Changes. 

 

Amazing animals (6 

books) 

By 

Alix Woods 

 

(Wow! Wildlife) 

Contents:  Amazing animal camouflage. -- 

Amazing animal homes. -- Amazing animal 

journeys. -- Amazing animal life cycles. -- 

Amazing animal partners. -- Amazing 

animals at night. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 2- Animal 

Growth and changes; Grade 4- Habitats and 
Communities. 

KIT 

591 

WOO 

Gr. 2-4 

 

Animal babies (6 books) 

By 

Catherine Veitch 

 

This series takes a simple look at different 

classes of animal babies. 

Contents:  Amphibian babies. -- Bird babies. 

-- Bug babies. -- Fish babies. -- Mammal 

babies. -- Reptile babies. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade K- Living 
things in Our Environment; Grade 1- Needs 
and Characteristics of living Things; Grade 2- 

Animal Growth and Changes. 

KIT 

591.5 

VEI 

K-Gr. 2 

 

Beeman, The 

By 

Laurie Krebs 

 

Describes the anatomy, behavior, and life 

cycle of the honeybee, as well as the 

different kinds of honey that are produced on 

bee farms. 

595.799 

KRE 
K+ 

 

Classification of living 

things. [8 posters] 

 

Contents: 1 each of the following posters. 

Amphibians. -- Birds. -- Classification of 

Living Things. -- Fish. --Insects. --  

Mammals. -- Reptiles. -- Spiders. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 6- Diversity of 
Living Things. 

OS 

591 

CLA 

Gr. 6 

 

Disaster science (8 

books) 

 

The environment is subjected to many 

natural and manmade disasters, from 

devastating hurricanes to explosive 

volcanoes to destructive oil spills.  Look 

inside these books to learn about the science 

behind these deadly events, including why, 

what the effects are and how scientists are 

working to predict or prevent these things 

from happening. 
Contents: Science of a bridge collapse, The. -

- Science of a hurricane, The. -- Science of a 
pandemic, The. -- Science of a plane crash, 

The. -- Science of a shipwreck, The. -- 
Science of a volcanic eruption, The. -- 
Science of an earthquake, The. -- Science of 
an oil spill, The. 

KIT 

DIS 

904 

 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Edible & medicinal 

plants of the Northwest 

By 

Duane J. September 

Many of the plants around us have edible and 

medicinal properties that we are unaware of.  

This book features many common plants that 

aboriginal groups and newcomers in the 

Northwest have made use of, in a variety of 

ways, for centuries.  A surprising number of 

581.6 

SEP 
 



roots, flowers, leaves and stems can be 

eaten raw or cooked others can be steeped 

as tea or tinctures, or boiled as decoctions, 

to treat ailments ranging from sunburn to 

stomach aches. 

 

Farm animals (6 books) 

By rose Carraway 

 

Contents: Chickens on the farm. -- Cows on 

the farm. -- Goats on the farm. -- Horses on 

the farm. -- Pigs on the farm. -- Sheep on 

the farm. 
Suggested Use: Science K- Living Things in 
our Environment; Grade 1- Needs and 
Characteristics of Living Things. 

KIT 

636 

CAR 

PreK-Gr.1 

 

Habitat havoc (6 books) 

 

Contents: Fracking. -- Landfills. -- 

Overfishing. -- Pollution. -- Strip mining. -- 

Urban sprawl. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 4- Habitats 
and Communities; Grade 7- Interactions 
within Ecosystems. 

KIT 

363.7 

HAB 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Let’s watch the weather 

(6 books) 

By 

Jennifer Boothroyd 

 

Contents:  How does weather change? -- 

What does sunlight do? -- What is a forecast? 

-- What is climate? -- What is severe 

weather? -- What is today's weather? 
Suggested Use: Science K-Our Natural 

Surroundings. -- Grade 1- Daily and Seasonal 
Changes; Grade 2- Air and Water in the 
Environment. 

Kit 

551.5 

BOO 

K-Gr. 2 

 

Light and sound (6 

books) 

By 

Jennifer Boothroyd 

 

Contents: 1 each of: Light helps me see. -- 

Light makes colors. -- Playing with light and 

shadows. -- Sending messages with light and 

sound. -- Sensing light and sound. -- 

Vibrations make sound. 
Suggested Use: Science K- Observing Forces 
and Energy. 

KIT 

535 

BOO 

K 

 

Motion close-up (4 

books) 

By 

Natalie Hyde 

 

Contents: Changing direction. -- Pushing and 

pulling. – Speeding up, slowing down. -- 

What is motion? 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 2- Motion and 
Relative Position. 

KIT 

531.11 

HYD 

Gr. 2 

 

Inventions that shaped 

the modern world (4 

books) 

 

Shows how the development of ideas and 

technologies can help inspire future 

innovations.  Significant inventions 

throughout history are profiled featuring 

information about the person or people 

behind the idea, the development process, 

the immediate impact of the invention, and 

the future inventions it inspired. 

Contents: Agricultural inventions: at the top 

of the field. -- Communication inventions: 

the talk of the town. -- Medical inventions: 

the best of health. -- Transportation 

inventions: moving our world forward. 

KIT 

600 

INV 

Gr. 5+ 



 

Plant facts (8 books) 

By 

 

Contents: 1 each of: Amazing plant bodies: 

tiny to gigantic. -- Cooking with sunshine: 

how plants make food. – Freaky plant facts: 

extreme greens. -- From bird poop to wind: 

how seeds get around. -- Meat-eating plants: 

toothless wonders. -- Poison petals: don't 

eat! -- Prickly plants: stuck! -- What lily gets 

from bee: and other pollination facts. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 3- Plant 
Growth and Changes. 

KIT 

580 

LAW 

Gr. 3 

 

Science to the rescue (6 

books) 

By 

Gerry Bailey 

 

Can science save your life?  In this series, 

Joe, an adventurous scientist, must apply his 

knowledge of science to survive being along 

in six challenging environments around the 

world.  Learn about the geographic, climatic, 

and geological features of each environment 

as you follow Joe in each exciting story of 

survival. 

Contents: Alone in the Arctic. -- Dry in the 

desert. -- Stranded on an Island. -- Swept 

away by the storm. -- Tangled in the 

rainforest. -- Trapped on the rock. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 4- Habitats 
and Communities. 

KIT 

551 

BAI 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Simple machines 

everywhere (6 books) 

By 

Gillain Gosman 

 

Contents: Simple machines and holidays. -- 

Simple machines at school. -- Simple 

machines in sports. -- Simple machines in 

the great outdoors. -- Simple machines in 

the military. -- Simple machines in your 

home. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 5- Forces and 
Simple Machines. 

KIT 

621.8 

GOS 

Gr. 5 

 

Super magnet lab 

 

Explore the mystery and wonders of 

magnetism with this kit.  It contains 

everything you need to attract kids to 

experimentation and creativity with magnets. 

Includes: 100 magnetic chips. -- 10 magnetic 

marbles. -- 7 magnetic wands. -- 2 bar 

magnets. -- 2 ring magnets. -- 2 small metal 

horseshoe magnets. -- 1 large plastic 

horseshoe magnet. -- activity guide. 
Suggested Use: Science K- Observing Forces 
and Energy; Science 3- Magnetism and Static 

Electricity. 

KIT 

538 

SUP 

K+ 

 

Wonderful weather (5 

books) 

By 

Valerie Bodden 

 

Introduces readers to the science, history, 

and forms of weather by explaining the 

power of storms and the ways that winds, 

temperatures, and precipitation affect our 

lives. 

Contents: Clouds. -- Hurricanes. -- Snow. -- 

Thunderstorms. -- Tornadoes. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 2- Air and 
Water in the Environment; Grade 5- Weather 

KIT 

551.55 

BOD 

Gr. 2-5 



(WE). 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

 

Built for success 

 

Famous corporations are explored in this 

series.  They survey the featured company's 

complete history, including its triumphs, 

failures, controversies, and impact on people 

around the world. 

Contents: 1 each of:  Story of Amazon.com, 

The. -- Story of Apple, The. -- Story of CNN, 

The. -- Story of Coca-Cola, The. -- Story of 

Disney, The. -- Story of eBay, The. -- Story 

of Facebook, The. -- Story of FedEx, The. -- 

Story of Google, The. -- Story of McDonald's, 

The. -- Story of Microsoft, The. -- Story of 

Nike, The. -- Story of Starbucks, The. 

TKT 

338.7 

BUI 

Gr. 6+ 

 

Canada’s governing 

bodies (4 books) 

By 

Simon Rose 

 

This series explores the different functions 

and responsibilities of each branch of the 

Canadian government.  Examines the unique 

perspective and history of these branches, 

and how their roles have changed in the 

years since Confederation. 

Contents: Crown, The. -- House of 

Commons, The. -- Senate, The. -- Supreme 

court, The. 

 

KIT 

320.971 
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Gr. 5+ 

 

Canadian geographic 

issues (7 books) 

 

From the Cordillera to the Appalachian, 

Canadian Geographic Issues explores the 

challenges facing each of Canada's 

geographic regions.  Provides readers with a 

description of the qualities that make each 

region unique and explains how these 

features can be affected by human 

development, weather, and other factors. 

 

KIT 

917 

CAN 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Coming to Canada (6 

books) 

 

Celebrates the rich history and colourful 

heritage of the many peoples and cultures 

that call Canada home. 

Contents: Acadians, The. -- Chinese, The. -- 

French, The. -- Metis, The. -- Ukrainians, 

The. -- United Empire Loyalists, The. 

KIT 

971 

COM 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Consumer nation (4 

book) 

 

How do your buying choices in the 

supermarket, in the mall, and on the internet 

affect the lives of the people who make the 

things you buy?  Thought-provoking case 

studies and first-hand accounts encourage 

readers to be informed and ethical shoppers.  

Find out how to shop to change the entire 

world. 

Contents: True cost of fashion, The. -- True 

cost of food, The. -- True cost of technology, 

The. -- True cost of toys, The. 

KIT 

338 
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Cultural traditions 

 

Takes young readers through an entire year 

of the holidays and traditions celebrated in 

different countries around the world. 

Contents: 1 each of: Cultural traditions in 

Australia. -- Cultural traditions in Canada. -- 

Cultural traditions in China. -- Cultural 

traditions in Egypt. -- Cultural traditions in 

France. -- Cultural traditions in Greece. -- 

Cultural traditions in India. -- Cultural 

traditions in Israel. -- Cultural traditions in 

Japan. -- Cultural traditions in Mexico. -- 

Cultural traditions in Russia. -- Cultural 

traditions in South Africa. -- Cultural 

traditions in the United Kingdom. -- Cultural 

traditions in the United States. 
Suggested Use: Social Studies Grade 3. 

TKT 

394 

CUL 

Gr. 3 

 

First Nations culture (5 

books) 

By 

Pamela McDowell 

 

Each title in this series focuses on a different 

aspect of the culture and life of some of 

Canada's First Nations. 

Contents: Arts and crafts. -- Ceremonies and 

celebrations. -- Clothing. -- Music and dance. 

-- Tools and weapons. 

KIT 

971.004 

MCD 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Geography for beginners 

(6 books) 

 

Introduces emergent readers to basic 

geography concepts.  Children learn about 

maps, globes, directions, and the Earth's 

features. 

Contents: Counting the continents. -- Keys 

and symbols on maps. -- Looking at 

landforms. -- Maps are flat, globes are 

round. -- North, South, East, and West. -- 

Waterways. 

KIT 

912 

GEO 

PreK-Gr.2 

 

Let’s make graphs (6 

books) 

By 

Sherra G. Edgar 

 

Contents: Bar graphs. -- Graphing story 

problems. -- Line graphs. -- Pictographs. -- 

Pie graphs. -- Tally charts. 

KIT 

511.5 

EDG 

Gr. 1+ 

 

Malala Yousafzai : 

By 

Matt Doeden 

 

(Gateway biographies) 

Includes bibliographical references (page 46) 

and index. 

Malala Yousafzai was on her way home from 

school in Swat Valley, Pakistan, when she 

was shot in the head by members of the 

Taliban.  Though she was only fifteen years 

old, the Taliban targeted her because she 

wrote blog posts and appeared on television 

defending girls' right to education in 

Pakistan.  Malala survived the attack and 

went on the write a book, earn a nomination 

for the Nobel Peace Prize, and meet 

President Barack Obama.  She has become 

the face of the campaign for universal 

371.82 

DOE 
Gr. 5+ 



education and has inspired students 

worldwide to value their right to go to school. 

 

Maps (5 books) 

By 

Jennifer M. Besel 

 

Contents:  Compass roses and directions. -- 

Map scales. -- Symbols and keys. -- Types of 

maps. -- What is a map? 

KIT 

912 

BES 

Gr. 1+ 

 

My world (4 books) 

By 

Ella Cane 

 

Contents: Communities in my world. -- 

Continents in my world. -- Countries in my 

world. -- Homes in my world. 
Suggested Use: Social Studies K. 

KIT 

372.89 
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K-Gr. 1 

 

Path of the medicine 

wheel, The 

By 

Kathy L. Callahan Ph. D. 

 

 

A comprehensive overview of the Medicine 

Wheel, the Native American teaching that 

uses Nature to help us better understand 

ourselves, our associations with others, and 

our relationship to our Spiritual Source. 

 

 

299.7 

CAL 

 

 

Saskatchewan extras (7 

books) 

 

Contents: Boiling point & cold cases: more 

Saskatchewan crime stories. -- Paper cows & 

more Saskatchewan crime stories. -- 

Saskatchewan history along the highway. -- 

Saskatchewan lullaby. -- Sour milk & other 

Saskatchewan crime stories. -- You might be 

from Saskatchewan if... -- " 

You might be from Saskatchewan 

if...(volume 2). 

 

KIT 

971.24 

SAS 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Saskatchewan history 

(6 books) 

 

Contents: 
1 each of: Folklore 2014. -- Milk delivery in the 
Battlefords. -- Saskatchewan history Fall/Winter 
2013. -- Saskatchewan history Spring/Summer 
2012. -- Saskatchewan history Spring/Summer 

2013. -- Saskatchewan history Spring/Summer 
2014. 
 

KIT 

971.24007 

SAS 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Volunteers around the 

world (6 books) 

By 

Katie Marsico 

 

Volunteers and workers do many different 

jobs.  Each of these international groups is 

important in its own way.  Around the world 

people are working to provide disaster relief, 

urgent medical care, and immunizations.  

Others help give children access to 

education, treat disease outbreaks, and 

supply food.  Learn more about how people 

in your community and around the world are 

helping. 

Contents: Doctors without borders. -- Red 

Cross, The. -- Salvation Army, The. -- 

UNICEF. -- United Nations, The. -- World 

Health Organization, The. 

 

KIT 
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